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Chapter 3417 - 3418

However, after Xiao Feng was “cured”, he was in a good mood.

Returning to the Tenjin Division, I saw people next to him looking at him, and even talking
about him.

I don’t think so anymore.

Yes!

Just say it!

That’s right!

This is my responsibility!

I think!

This is the power Gong Qianqiu brought him.

…

Somewhere in summer.

With the efforts of more than ten bone masters, the Five Elements Spiritual Root Spirit Bone
was finally transplanted into the young man’s body.

And it blends perfectly!

It worked!
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Everyone laughed!

And the young man with five elements of spiritual roots and bones laughed wildly.

“Hahaha… I succeeded! I will be promoted to the top!”

A terrifying aura erupted from his body, swallowing the heavens and the earth angrily.

“How can the legendary Five Elements Spiritual Roots and Spiritual Bones appear in those
low-level people? It should appear on me!”

“It’s a waste to appear in a low-level ethnic group! How old are you, you still don’t know what
your roots are? It’s a waste!”

“But well, this legendary bone belongs to me, and only on me can it be fully utilized!”

The young man roared.

But he was right.

It is indeed a bit of a waste to have this level of spiritual roots and bones on the five Azure
Dragon (Qinglong) people.

Because the five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) people have reached this age, they only know
about the root bone.

Everyone’s Zhenmo Division has measured the root bone since he was born, and he has
been practicing since he was a child.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others are equivalent to wasting nearly thirty years.

It is indeed a waste of time!

“Young master! How do these bone masters deal with them?”

The dozens of black-robed men approached the young man and couldn’t help asking.
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“Kill them all!!!”

With the young man’s order, dozens of people in black robes slaughtered these bone
masters.

These bone masters never thought they would be killed.

First of all, they could have just accomplished what was almost impossible—the root bones
of the five people were dug out, fused into the five elements, and then transplanted to the
young man.

There is no credit, and there is hard work, right?

Do not!

Great credit for this!

How did you kill them?

Secondly, the bone master is a very small and unique existence in the town of magic, in fact,
there are very few.

But someone uses their words, their status is supreme.

No one ever thought of killing them.

If you kill them, who will you look for in the future for root bone transplants?

But the gang killed them.

It was only when the bone masters were dying that they understood – who were they?

They are different from others.

They are brutal.

It’s weird not to kill people.
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Only now did they understand this truth.

He thought that because of his special identity, there would be no danger to his life.

But it was all too late.

In this way, more than ten bone masters were all killed.

But they didn’t destroy the bodies, they left them all.

“Haha, young master! If the master knows, he will be very happy!”

“Your talent plus the five elements of spiritual roots and bones! The future is still good?
Maybe it will even surpass the master or even the old master!”

Dozens of people made courtesies to young people.

“Well, I started to retreat, and I want to completely turn the five elements of spiritual roots
into my own in the shortest possible time!”

“Beyond my father is my goal! I used to be almost innately talented, but that was irreparable
with hard work! But now I have the five elements and spiritual bones, I believe I can catch up
with my father!”

The young man had a longing look on his face.

Then, his face changed, becoming cruel and bloodthirsty.

He ordered to dozens of people in black robes: “What about you, keep an eye on Levi
Garrison Zhen Mosi for the time being!

It seems to me that there are some people from Zhen Mosi who have a close relationship
with Levi Garrison and the others! They might not know we did it, but they might guess!

If anyone reveals our existence! Not even suspicious! Kill them all for me! Not a single one is
left! “
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Chapter 3418

A bloodthirsty and terrifying look flashed in the young man’s eyes.

A terrifying aura is surging.

“clear!!!”

Everyone nodded in unison.

They were a little more excited about the matter of slaughtering someone at every turn.

…

At this time, while taking care of the Azure Dragon (Qinglong) five, Levi Garrison also began
to work on the Demon Suppression Division.

Start to check the information of the major factions of the town magic division.

If you want to deal with the Zhen Mo Si, you must first understand the Zhen Mo Si.

Before that, in fact, he was not interested at all, and just wanted to live his own life.

Even if he encounters the little Tianshi of Tianshifu, he doesn’t care at all.

But some people would not let it.

Then he will fight!

Hit until no one dares!

The Town Demon Division is still very complicated.

The Zhenmo Division is an institution established in the pre-Qin era!
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This demon actually means aliens, and the organization of the Suppression of Demons is
responsible for suppressing aliens.

They inherit the most powerful pre-Qin Qi refining technique!

Levi Garrison guessed that that era should also be an era full of spiritual energy.

Only then will the technique of refining Qi prevail!

Otherwise, if there is no spiritual energy, the upper limit is not high.

For example, the exercises created by Levilia himself use the elements of heaven, earth and
all things for his own use.

But after all, it is not as good as spirit.

Later, the Zhenmo Division fell apart for no apparent reason, and even disappeared to find a
trace.

Levi Garrison guessed that in the later period, the spiritual energy was gradually exhausted,
and the Zhenmo Division began to fall apart, forming various factions to find a suitable
place for them to live, and these inheritances had to be cut off.

However, they found a suitable place for them to continue the technique of qi refining.

The outside world of the Qi refining technique was completely cut off.

It is estimated that it is related to this, which caused the inheritance fault.

The Tiance Mansion had heard of the legend of the Demon Suppression Division, but they
did not have any evidence or clues.

They all talk about the technique of refining qi, but they don’t even see the remnants at all.

However, the exhaustion of spiritual energy was Levi Garrison’s guess.

Perhaps there are other reasons why Zhen Mosi is now living in a small independent world?
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The information he has found so far is far from enough.

It can even be said that there is a big secret in the town magic department, which is beyond
the reach of Xu Qingya’s level.

Not to mention Levi Garrison, an outsider.

There are many factions in Zhen Mosi, except for the largest five pavilions – the five
pavilions of the east, west, north, south, and middle.

Xu Qingya and the others are the North Pavilion, and Gong Qianqiu is the West Pavilion.

In addition, there are many factions, and the things they are good at are different.

There are also those who are good at organ art, Levi Garrison immediately thought of Tianji
lock.

The Wufang Pavilion is stronger and more comprehensive.

It is worth mentioning that at that time there was still a different force that could compete
with the Demon Suppression Division, and the Suppressing Demon Division could not
suppress the suppression even with all its strength…

This alien force has survived.

“Huh? Could it be this alien force?”

Seeing the information here, the first thought in Levi Garrison’s mind was that this alien
force had transplanted the roots of the five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) people.

Since they exist, it is very possible.

However, he saw that Wufang Pavilion was also possible.

Before, Levi Garrison wanted to analyze and determine the murderer from the major
factions.
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But looking at the data now – it seems that all major factions are possible.

Now we still have to wait for the list of bone masters to come out and arrest these bone
masters one by one.

Then come the interrogation.

Xu Qingya and the others are looking for them.

Gong Qianqiu is also trying to find it, and if she finds it, it will be more conducive to the
implementation of her plan.

“I heard that there are still many people who are starting to beat me and Levilia’s roots?”

“Well, fine, then come on!”

Levi Garrison sneered.

Now the Five Elements Spiritual Roots and Spiritual Bones have been one step ahead.

Next, the major factions of the Town Demon Division seem to have begun to fight against
him and Levilia.

Levi Garrison dares to promise – whoever dares to attack their father and daughter, he
promises to make this group of people regret coming into this world!
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